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Wednesday, December 7,1966

Meet the Lobos

Lobo Swing Man
Is ~x Frosh Si:ar
Steve Shropshire is such a versatile player that he is capable of
playing any one of the five positions and coach Bob King has indicated that he will he used a
great deal at all of them.
The sophomore from Farmington, New Mexico, was one of the
outstanding ·Performers on last
year's freshman squad which won
all hut two games. While used as
a starting forward on the Wolfpups, Steve scored in the double
figures and was one of the better rebounders on the team.
Picked As All-State
Steve was an all-state player in
his senior season at Farmington

U. 'Cogers Jump
To Sixth in} Poll
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The UNM Lobos made the biggest jump in the United Press
International wire service basketball poll as they moved from
16th to seventh in the weekly
grading.
The Lobos were placed one vote
above conference rival BYU in
this week's rankings. The Poll
still shows Kentucky and Houston above the Wolfpack in the top
ten even though both were beaten on Monday night. The Polls
were one day behind the two upsets.
Others Listed
Ahead of the Lobos in the UPI
poll were UCLA, Kentucky Texas
Western, (whom the Lobos face
Dec. 16.); Michigan State, Houston, and Louisville. Rounding out
the top ten behind the Lobos were
BYU, North Carolina, and Virginia Tech.
In the Associated Press rankings the Wolfpack held onto their
6th place position behind the
same teams as in the UPI poll
with the exception of Michigan
State, which didn't even make the
AP top ten.
Poll lOS Votes
The Lobos did pick up ground
in the number of votes they tallied this week as compared with
the previous poll. In this week's
rating the Wolfpack gathered 108
votes from the sportswriters who
rank the teams. Last week UNM
had received just over 60 votes in
claiming the 6th position.
The biggest drop in either of
the two polls was when Duke,
which had been ranked fourth on
both, was dropped from the top
ten in the UPI and down to
seventh in the AP. It marked the
first time in two years that the
Blue Devils had dropped out of
the elite group in either poll.

TW vs.UNM
A spokesman for lCOB-TV
last night said that the basketball game between the
Texas Western Miners and
UNM would probably not be
televised because of the inability of the TV station to
obtain the program rights
from lCOB Radio.
The spokesman said that be~ause the advertisers had already bought time with the
radio station it would not be
possible to get the needed
sponsors for a television production. He also said that because of the greater cost of
a telecast advertisers would
have to pay extra for their
already bought spots.

Rhodesia Talk
The University Conservative
Forum will present the second
part of its program "Rhodesia
Today," tonight at 7:30 in the
Council Room of the Union. The
program concentrates on discovering the causes of the present
crisis over Rhodesia.

No. 44

High School and helped his team
to the state tournament. He led
the Scorpions in scoring and rebounding for both his junior and
senior seasons.
Although Steve saw only spotty action in the first two games
this season, a;fter seeing the hustling swing man in practice for
the month and a half before the
season it is obvious that he will
be a great asset to the Lobos'
previous depth .problem.
Will Be Swing Man
Of course the finest tribute to
Shropshire is that the coaches
plan to use him at any of the
positions on the court. Although
at 6-5 Steve is probably best suited for playing the forward slot,
he has the speed and hands to
move into a guard position. He
also has the muscle and the jumping ability to mix it up with the
big boys under the boards.
Shropshire is one of four sophomores who were picked by King
to remedy to depth problem he
has facedd in recent years. Also
the use of the sophomores insures
the presence of experience on
future teams. Steve Shropshire
will surely be one of the men who
will h 1 the hope of fut.Ul'e Lobo
teams.

l?Y:M
OLDTOWN

Bob McGeorge's name has
been eliminated from the ballot for the upcoming senatorial election - by the Senate
Elections Committee. The
committee rules on the eligibility of candidates in student elections, and its ruling
in this case is the sub{ect of
much controversy.
·
The Committee based its
decision on the fact that McGeorge had been a member.

SKIING~.

3 skis taat.d: Wect.f King. Javer.n. Snow Prince•U fleiOfta
visited, in the U.S. and Europe•Conrad Staudinger t..chea
you the gafbnds• How to buy boots ao they frl• A ski tour
in the Ent• S~N! Eriit;tlln instrvcts•Swoatert lor Christmu.

DELIVERY

U. Concert to 'Play
Overture by Missal

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED Al>VERTISJNG RATES:
4 line it.d4, 65c-4 times, $2.. 00. Inaertions
muat be submitted by noon on da)' before
publication to &om 159, Shldent Publlcationa Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277•4102.
FOR RENT
CLEAN 2 DR., gOOd close-in loeatlon.
Hardwood floors, garage- storage, ref. &
•tovc. n<> children or Pet.. Onlv $75. Call
Sam Cooper. 265-8571, eYe. 842-8280.
Caird·N<>rris R04lty.
EFFICIENCY, close to UNM. $77.50 wlth
all utilitie• paid, Furnished, air-conditioned, off-street Parking, Call Sam
Cooper, 265-8571, eve. 842-8280. Co.lrd•
Norris Realty.
FOR SALE
VOLKSWAGEN, 1962, cJCcellent condition. 31,000 miles. New UPllOlstezy. Call
Dept. of PhYBics 1ft. Astronomy-277·2616
for Jackie Ericksen and lcave your llllme
nnd phone. 12/1, 2, 5, 7.
AIR I•'orce officer going <>n acti"\le dutymust Mil 1966 Corvalr convertible with
4-•vec<l traruimi ..ion, R&H, tinted windshield, Jloaltrsctlcm rear. end. Call 242·0772
for Harry Knoblcr-i£ not II). leave tout'
name an<! llhonc number. 12/71 8, 9, 12.
1963 SUNBEAM Alpine roadster. WUI ••II
for .a .cool grand ($1.000), CaU 842-8437.
12/7, 8, 9, 12.
SERVICES
LEAVE your :mruihlne wlth us over tho
holidays. l'lck It up alter v.watlon. 20%
dfseoun t to UNM Btudenfs, E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE1 :phone

of the Elections Committee prior'
to his candidacy. The vote on his
eligibility tied in committee with
Patty Holder, committee chairman casting the deciding vote
against McGeorge's candidacy.
Members Listed
The elections committee is composed of Miss Holder, Marci Bowman, Karen Abrams, and Charles

Discover the other Colorado, where
there's great skiing far from the
crowds of Vail and Aspen ... explore
Vermont's Sugarbush, Glen Ellen, Mad
River Glen ... check out the merits of
the Fischer, Hart and. Kaestle skis in
SKIING's exclusive test reports ...
meet Rip McManus, last of the freelance racers ••• take a first-hand look
at the magnificent Matterhorn ..• learn
how to adjust your own cable bind·
ings, how to get real fit in boots and
how to improve your skiing technique
with the expert advice of Stein Eriksen, Conrad Staudinger and Doug
Pfeiffer.

Bulletin
Charles Miller, Elections
Committee member, said that
the Committee reconvened ir
a special meeting late last
nigtit and voted to accept th ·
candidacy of Bob McGcorg<
in the upcoming Senatoria'
elections.
McGeorge's candidacy had
been rejected by the Committee in a vote earlier this week,
and the actions of the committee had been the subject of
much controversy.

SKIING

Is there a best glass
for beer?

243..()588,

Develops tn.

"--in skiing

Considerable discussion arose not be able to function sufficientsuch a center.
at yesterday's Senate Finance ly. He also said there is ·not
The &pokesmen discussed the
Committee meeting concerning a
enough time to work out the pro- fact that there exists on this
bill which would establish an As- gram for second semester.
Campus a good deal of apathy on
sociated Students used book exHeld
In
Committee
the
student's part. They feel that
change for next semester and for
if
they
could set up this alert
The bill was given an informal
each semester thereafter.
center,
and
provide magazines,
Senator Baker Morrow, who recommendation to be held in
newspapers,
and
a center for discommittee
until
more
research
introduced the bill, said he felt
cussion
this
might
create a more
can
be
made.
the situation in the Bookstore is
informed
student
population
and
0.
Jackson,
manager
of
the
A.
a mediocre one, and. added that
at
the
same
time
provide
aplace
it would be an injustice for the bookstore, was also present at
students to go for open discommittee not to pass the bill. the meeting to give his views on for
cussion.
The establishment of such a ;pro- another bill which would have
You'll find all this and much more, in
gram, he said, would be a good the Bookstore mail out to other hill.The committee endorsed the
the December issue of
way to correct the situation in the bookstores in town a copy of its
booklists.
He
said
he
had
no
obbookstore, and at the same time
would benefit every student on jection to it, but added that the '
other bookstores would probably
campus.
WHY IS MR. G'S
not show a reduction in ·prices
Agrees With Idea
Senator Pat Davidson said she because they would not be able to
Just 60Hsk about the special
agreed with the idea, but added function. He also said they would
half-price
student subscription rate
probably
only
supply
paperbacks
that the program has to be ironed
SO FAST?
and
not
hardbound
books.
Jackavailable
through
college bookstores.
out very well. "We should expend
son
also
said
that
if
a
booklist
the time and effort at least once,"
she said. "If it works, fine, and were sent out to the other book•
if it fails at least students won't stores, the UNM bookstore still
•
would
not
reduce
its
prices.
have any more complaints about
The bill was given a dO:.pass
the Bookstore.
One committee member said recommendation.
Alert Center
that if the program is allowed to
work for only four weeks, it will
There was also some discussion
on Bill 122, which would establish an alert center in the Union.
Three representatives from the
l) With some beers maybe the
alert committee expressed their
views on the establishment of
) glass doesn't matter. But when

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
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~·~ For the best

Bill Aims .at Book Exchange

The work of a former UNM
faculty member will be included
among those performed Dec. 14
at the UNM Concert Hall.
William E. Rhoads will lead
his 70-member UNM Concert
Band through Joshua Missal's
"Overture for Band.'' Now with
the Wichita University faculty,
Missal taught locally at the 1950
summer session.
Among other contemporary
composers whose works will be
presented at the 8:15 p.m. program is Houston Bright of West
Texas State College. His " Pre~
Jude and Fugue in F Minor" will
be the opener. Ford Foundation
composer Robert Washburn will
be represented by a vigorous
number, "Partita," in contrast
with "Reflections" by Roger
Nixon of aSn Francisco State
College.
There is no charge for the
concert.

Ca:ndidacy

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

the beer is Budweiser, our
brewmaster holds strong views.
.-=o::o::---::~
"I like a glass with plenty
of room," he says. "Size is more important than shape. A big glass, say one
that'll hold a full bottle, is best."
A big glass gives Budweiser a chance
to show off ... lets you pour it straight
down the middle to get a full collar of
foam. (Those tiny bubbles are the only
beer bubbles in America that come from
the natural carbonation of Beechwood
Ageing.) Another thing about a big
glass: it lets you quaff the beer. And
who wants to sip, when the beer tastes
as hearty as Budweiser?
That's about the size of it! Choose
any kind of glass you want ... as long as
it's big enough. (Of course, we have our
own opinion on the best beer for the glass.)

Budweisec
KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER·DUSCit, INC. , ST. LOUIS
NEWARK ~ lOS ANGElES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

KAREN SCHOEN, sophomore from Albuquerque, was chosen
last night by a panel of five judges as the Best-Dressed Girl on
Campus for 1966-67. The first runnerup was Nancy Floyd, freshman from Albuquerque, and third place winner was Ginia Arp,
a senior. The three were chosen from fifteen semi-finalists picked
several weeks ago. The contest is annually sponsored on campus
by Theta Sigma .Phi, honorary for women in journalism.

Miller. Miller was not a member
at the time of the vote.
The Associated Students Constitution states that "no candidate shall serve on the elections
rules committee." Miss Holder
told the LOBO last night that
"McGeorge was not a candidate
while he was a member of this
committee, but he did vote on
some of the rules to be used in

Eligibility

'Sen,ators Defend McGeorge
By BOB STOREY
Student Senators came to the
aid of one of their own members
last night as they lashed out
·against the Student Elections
Committee fo1· declaring incumbent Bob McGeorge ineligible to
run for office this fall.
Senator John Thorson, in n
prepared stntement, told the
group that the committee's decision was formed from a "distorted interpretntion" of the student constitution.
Thorson said Senate could not
sit back and see "a qualified and
dedicated member of student
government be eliminated by a
questionable technicality."
Issue Defended
Coleman Travelstead defended
Senate's right to bring up the
issue because even though it
could not bring action on the

Bulletin
The Dionne Warwick concert,
scheduled for .8 p.m. Friday
evening, will be held in the
Concert Hall instead of in
Johnson Gym as originally an·
nounced.

Elections Committee it still involved the dispute.
Patty Holder, Elections Committee Chairman, defended her
committee's decision by saying
they thought allowing McGeorge
on the ballot would establish a
dangerous precedent. "It's not
right for a canpidate to have a
voice in the rules governing the
election in which he will run."
said Miss Holder.
McGeorge told the gt·oup he
was going to explain his actions
even though he might have to go
befo!·e Court. He said he had
been approached by other Senators asking him to l'un. He h11d
not detided to run at the time he
t•esigned from the elections committee, he said.
'What happened last night
(Tuesday's election committee
meeting) did not bother n~e too
much, but I didn't think I ought
to present my side of the story
to the whole committee-just
three fourths of it," McGeorge
said.
After Senate dropped the issu~
Senators on the Election Committee left the room t"> discuss
theh• decision.

The Senate also passed a bill
that would establish changes in
the student constitution in the
judiciary section. The bill proposed by Tom Horn and drawn
(Contnued on page 3)

spute

Senate

the upcoming election." She added
At last night's Student Senate
that "In a situation of this sort meeting there was much confusion
we feel that would set a precedent on the legality of the Committee's
for the future."
. actions. McGeorge said he re''I don't think that any of the signed from the Committee before
votes he participated in could have his candidacy was official, and he
possibly affected his candidacy thought he was completely within
beneficially," she said, "but we the law. "But I am bound," he
want to emphasize that our action said, "by the rules of our conis in no way a personal action stitution."
, against McGeorge. It is merely
May File Suit
an action on an issue of election
McGeo:rge
said he was contemethics.''
(Continued on page 5)

Campus' Bitch-In'
Hits Many Gripes
By MELISSA HOWARD
The difficulty of changing any
University policy was a topic of
major concern to students, faculty, and administrators in yesterday's "bitch-in,' a free-for-all
question and answer session held
in the Union from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m.
The Jack of success in executing any major reforms in University policy was blamed in part on
the committee system. Dean of
Students Harold Lavender, pointed out that nearly every student
gl'ipe can be addressed to an appropriate committee assigned at
some time in the distant past to
look into the problem. Said Dr.
Joseph Zavadil of the English department, "T.he committee system
is a terrible way to get anything
done."
Van Dresser Comments
Student Senator Steve van
Dresser remarked that "If the
faculty would open the door, they
would find that students have
been knocking a long time." In
answer, Dr. Carl Selinger of the
School of Law acknowledged students' concern with campus issues and pointed out that "the
Committee. on the University

Draft Referendum
The Draft Referendum will
be continued through today because of the heavy student
turnout, a spokesman for the
referendum told the LOBO last
night. He snid the polling place
will be in the Union by the entrance to the North Ballroom.

does open the door. He criticized
lack of initiative on the part of
dissenters who air gripes but
take no positive action to change
the situation.
Selinger added that a current
proposal before the committee on
the University would elect a faculty member rather than a student as committee chah·man. The
proposal represents the desire to
see the committee take positive
action and its belief that profes~.
sors are more experienced and
would produce tangible results, he
said.
Reform Stand Questioned
In a related discussion, a student asked, "Are the professors
really interested in reform?" Dr.
Zavadil suggested that the lack
of positive action was also an affliction of the administration. He
pointed out the great detail involved in a general policy change
in any field, and said, "Departments buck the system, too."
Dr. Zavadil continued the discussion on reform in curriculum
by answering a student question
on the frequent changes in textbooks.
Lists Example
Zavadil pointed out that the
frequent changes in freshman'
English texts, for example, are
an expression of growth and
change in the attitudes of teachers who are continually learning
more about their fields.
Thus changes in textbooks Iel).d
a certain amount of flexibility to
an otherwise stagnant curriculum, he said.
Weber Criticizes "Channels"
Panel chairman Jack Weber
(Continued on page 5)

MEMBERS OF THE PANEL fielding questions from students in yesterday's bitch·in in the Union
include (from left: Jack Weber chairman on the Com.mittee on the University, Jim Jansson, editor pf
the LOBO, Dean Chester Travelstead of the College of Education, Dr.•Joseph Zavadil of the Department of English, Dr. Sherman Smith, Administrative Vice President, and (not shown) Eliot Glassheim,
graduate student in the English depattrn ...nt, Dean of Students Harold Lavender, and Dr. Carl Selinger of the law school. (LOBO photo by Pawley)
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Snyder Reading Is Fu Ifi IIi ng ;,
Poet's Work Called 'Moving'

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Reasons Listed
•

84 Drop Out 1n 6 Weeks

l!NM's NAVAL ROTC SWORD TEAM is shown placing a memo·
r1al wreath at the base of the ship's be11 from the World War II
battles,hip l.!S~. Ne~v Mexico. The R~TC team took part in yesterday s adtVltles m front of tlte Umon commemorating the an·
niversary of Pearl Harbor Day.

Pledge Drive to Gain
Tiger l-Ias New Twist
'
There is a new twist in the
tiger drive being conducted by
_, members of the Inter-fraternity
Pledge Council at UNM.
IFPC president Michael McCormick, a 19-year-old business administration major from Albuquerque, said one of each 25 pints
of blood donated to the Southwestern Blood Bank will be earmarked for use in special humanitarian cases free of charge.
McCormick said donating pints
to huminatarian causes was not
orginally contemplated. Recent
hardship cases brought to light,
however, including a blood re·
quest :for Raymond Embry caused
a change in plans. Mr. Embry,
pilot for Gov.-elect Dave Cargo,
was injured two weeks ago when
struck by a plane propeller,
Hope for 200 Pints
The IFPC is aiming for a dona• tion of slightly over 200 pints of
blood, at $5 a pint, to raise money
for a new tiger at the Albuquerque Zoo.
Fraternity pledges composing
the U N M organization have
challenged active fraternity mem•
hers to match their blood dona•
tions. So far, almost 100 pints
have been donated, almost entirely by the pledges.
McCormick said even though
they are nearing the halfway
mark, active members of the fraternities have not responded will
to the drive.
The pledges hoped to have
enough blood by Dec. 16 to purchase the tiger, and make a
Christmas gift to the zoo for all
.... the children o£ the state.
..
Tiger Wlll Cost $1000
Dr. Frank Hibben, professor of
anthropology at UNl'<I and chair·
man of the Rio Grande Zoo :Soard
said he and zoo director Job~
Roth have checked current prices
on tigers and have concluded
about $1,000 will be enough to
bring a new male tiger to the
zoo as a companion for Rani, the
present tigress.
The zoo will begin issuing general revenue bonds soon to raise
money for construction o£ a new
carnivore hoqse :for the big cats.
Mr. Roth said a new tiger
would be a wonderful addition to
the zoo collection.
Fraternities represented by ·the
'

' Kappa Alpha, .Phi
IFPC include
Delta Theta, Phi Gamma Delta,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Sigma
Kappa, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Alpha Epsilon Pi,
and Alpha Kappa Lambda (colony).

Listen to KUNM

90.1 Mcs.

By JOANN BAILEY
(Edit(lr's note: This is the third
article in a series of six by Miss
Bailey on attrition at UNM. Is
discusses the reasons given by
students who drop out of school
befure completing their education.)
By the end of the second week
of school this semester at UNM,
40 students enrolled in University
College had dropped out. Within
another four weeks 64 more had
left, and !lOme 3000 program
changes had been requested.
Various reasons are given by
University officials for UNM's
attrition rate. Director of University College William Huber
blames student values. University
psychiatrist Dr. · Hel'!ry Blake
blames social pre!lsure in many
cases.
But what do the students who
wind up requesting withdrawal
slips blame?
Few Blame Grades
In talking with dropouts, one
soon realizes that few, if any ,are
willing to blame grades for their
withdrawal. While many of them
were classed as "under-achievers''
on their entrance tests, University
College secretary Mrs. Kay Pelouze said that, with some extra
effort and sufficient desire, they
could do college wo1·k.
Many dropouts made a choice
between marriage and school, the
draft and school, or a ''good job
offer" and school. For others the
~·easons were more personal.
A second-year student found
that "living at home and going to
school were not compatible." He
is now in the service.
Took a Job
:'My parents kept after me,"
smd another student, indicating
that he didn't want to go to school
in the first place. And so when a
good job came along, he took it.
Unable to work out a schedule
that would allow him to keep a
"good job," one student left school
for the Navy. His feeling was that
no one at the University really
cared whether he made it or not.
"I didn't enjoy it. I had no purpose, no goal," explained still another dropout. He also indicated
that the University had given him
little encouragement.
"Nut Friendly"
"UNM is not a particularly
friendly school," said the young
man He felt himself to be nothing
more than a number and since he,
too, had a good job, the decision
went against school.
The frustrations of many enter-

to . wondering if tllis was really
what I w11nted. Since the out-ofstate tuition is pretty costly I
thought I was wasting my p~r
ents' money.
Tries Smaller Scltool
"I decided to go to a smaller
college in Colorado where I could
make up my mind without the
great cost, and where I really
could find myself for awhile.
"After I decide what I want to
do, I'm going to apply at UNM
again-maybe in my junior year.''
"I simply took too big of a step
from a small high school to a
large school," be cncluded.
This young student seems to
have settled his problem. He is
now enrolled in Adams State College and has a fairly positive attitude.
·
Whether other students will be
able to handle their problems as
quickly . is open to speculation.
One thmg seems obvious, however. Grades alone are not forcing
students out of school.

ing student:;; were perhaps best
:;;ummarized in a letter .from an
out-of-state student who withdrew from UNM within two
weeks after registering.
"First, I come from a small
town," he wrote. ''UNM didn't
seem too big to me, so I decided
l would go there for the art that
is offered. · When I got there, I
guess it wasn't what I expected.
It was a lot larger than I expected.
15,000 People "Jmpressivll"
"Fifteen thousand written on
paper isn't nearly as impressive
as the people."
"Next, I gilt along fine with
people, but I don't make friends
rapidly. That's the biggest mistake I ev11r made-jumping into a
large university. There are so
many different types of people,
that you are really lost. I was
anyway.
"As I was sitting in the Union
one day, I really panicked. I got

•

BY STEVE KATONA

•

'fhe poetry readings this. s!ltn·
estel' have proven a rewar'9ing
series. A crescendo of poetk \Jnergy was created culminatrn·g. in
. a r~ading by Ga~·y. Snyder last
· Saturday night. Public thanl,<s
should be made to the many pe'oplc responsible for these readings
and especially to David Johnson,
Gene Ft•umkin and David Blecha,
The Kiva was filled to overflowing. The crowd was the largest to
turn out for a poetl·y reading this
year. During the introduction
Gary Snyder stood with hands
clasped, dangling in front of him,
a Buddha-smile on his bearded
face. A peace, a tranquility, a relaxing aura spread from the poet
throughout the Kiva.
"First American Buddha
It was easy to believe that this
man had spent years in search of
himself among the High Sierras,
the mquntains and streams of the
Pacific Northwest, the Zen monasteries of Japan, the bank$ of
the Ganges. Robert Bly was to
call Gary Snyder, after the reading, the first real Buddha of
Ame:rican poetry.
Snyder's work, as the reading
progressed, proved and reinforced
all I had expected. I glanced at
.. \
the faces in the audience several
KIM CAYLOR, UNM sophomore fine arts major, will compete in
times and I have never seen so
the national finals for the 1967 Maid of Cott~tn. As winner of the
many people held in rapture by
New l\fexico Maid of Cotton title earlier this year she is an auto·
the reading of poetry.
matic finalist in the contest, which will be held in Memphis Dec.
Haying horses, logging, hunting,
27 and 28. The blue-eyed brunette formerly attended Stephens
building roads through the mounCollege in Missouri and is currently studying fashion design.
tains, the war, a friend's death
(LOBO photo by Pawley)
are the subjects. The treatment is
roughly descriptive. The form is
loosely conventional free verse
8
with line length adjusted to the
;;·
poet's normal breath or what Olson has come to term projective
verse.
Gary Snyder is a student of
classical Chinese and Japanese
mythology and poetry. Many of
The Sunport Optimist Club nnd
(Continued From Pagel)
his references come out of this
Sandia Optimist Club will sponsor
by the com·t justices would study. As he ~·ead various poems,
a Christmas Vacation Basketball up
Tou1·namimt to J>rovide .organized give Student Standards juris- he {)Xplained some of the allusions
diction over dicipline cases. StucoJ~\pctitiotC f'or 7th, 8th" and 9th
dent Court will have jurisdiction
grade bo~s.
The Tournament is sponsored in o£ interpretations of the constieo-operation with the Albuquer· tution.
One section of tile bill that
que Public Schools and the City
Parks and Recreation Depart- drew heavy debate would make
ment. Games will be scheduled on the Student Court justices memDecen1 her 27, 28, 29 and finals on bers of both the court and Student Standards.
December 30th.
Each member of each tcatn win'Members of Senate an~u~d that
ning first or second place in each it did not seem reasonable to
grade of each school will be pre- have Coutt on both bodies besented a ribbon from the Optim- cause it would risk double jepists of the Sunport and Sandia ordy, They said that student
Optimists Clubs. UNM Coach Bob members on the Standards Board
ICing will present these ribbons at would be biltter.
10 Al\1 on December 31st.
The bill was defended by others
All junior high school non-var- saying
that the provision for
sity boys will fo1·m their own joint membership
establish
teams. Each junior high school one supreme bodywould
for
legal
ac):Jhysicl\1 education instructor will tion on campus. They said this
oversee the tournament.
would help establish legal procedU1"es for all judicial bodies on
campus.
ln the final vote the bill was
passed (13-4) without atnendment and now goes to ASUNM
president Dan Dennison for his
signature.

/•

Exclusive Dealers for
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuquerque • • •
402 Central Ave., Dawntawn
124 Coronado Center

~;;;;;;;s

Choice

'r

Of The
Engageables
And, for good ,reasons •.. like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond , .. guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) •.• a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jeweler•s store. Find him in the
yellow pages under "Jewelers."

•

Hold

Cage Tournament

First

''~
'

IIjl

~I!

IHGIO'I'("to

~psake•
OIAI<IONl>

in the work, oftentimes telling us
this ~·eally had nothing to do with
the poem.
Wider Theme Range
His recent work shows an in·
teerst with, and an exploration of,
of a wider range of themes, Mr.
Snyde~· read an elegy, the only
one he has written, that moved
me to tears and affected me more
deeply than any single poem I
have eve1· heard. He also read a
Viet Nam poem that in addition

Senators Attock
Committee Vote

to having a message was also
fine l>oetry.
Snyder comes out of Whitman.
He is the first poet to pick up
where Whitman le:ft off and successfully move on. He is a big, big
poet. His work is broad and allencompassing. He can touch you
whereve1' he pleases.
Gary Snyder's combination of
poetic range, breadth, insight, and
control lead me to think he will
be America's next major poet.

----~~--~--------

SHE LIKES TO GO

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT a n d TROUSERS $6.SO
'COMPLETE OUTFIT $1 0.00

\

DIAL 247·4347

FIRST AND GOlD

••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
•• The Latin professor made mention •e
•• Of his problem: commanding attention! ••
•: "Try Stubb," said the Dean •:
•• "and you'll see what they mean
••
•: About giving new life to declensions!" •:
••
••
••••••••••••••••••••••
. I
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Listen to KUNM

IIINOS

90.1 Mcs.

Q. What is a iuggler?

'

··~···
,;.,;-

RESS LIKE A Q
N PEASANT PRICES
e

e
e
e

Pant Suits
Cocktails
One-of-o-Kind
Fomous Designer Samples

'····

.

.· .

SAMPLE SHOP
LOMAS N.E.

DIAL 268-2050

~,;'·~~

;·,".~'-'"'-'·'~-•

I'JI'It:U tfiOM )tOO, tO UOOb, hllfG!i tHl.AhGtlJ 'J'O SHOW Bl:AU'tY Of bEfAlL.

® TI'I:Ailt•I(Aft!( flEa,

.HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT.ANtlWEODlNG·:
-

: Please sen? .1\!')W 20.-page booklet, "H.ow To Pkm Your Engagement
• oAnld Wedddmg and new l2•page full color folder, both for only 25c
:
so, sen special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
'
•
•
•• Nom•

•

: Mdr6U

•

: City.-

•
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A COOL BREATH OF FRESH AIR
Personally Narrated by DICK BARRYMORE
Coming December 8, 1966
8:00 P.M.

Student Unio:n Ballroom
at the

A· tf, !'OHD C0MP.UU1 1 fife, E5TADLI!Uf£D !I!IU.

·················~········

:

As

•
•

-<.

~

: KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, $VRACUSE, NEW YORK

t
•
!

••
•
•:•
•:
•

::

·~·····~·,··········~···~··································=

A.

University of New Mexico
jug.gler (jug'ler) n. 1. one who performs
feats of juggling with balls, knives, etc.

UNM's new lmmor magazine coming
in .January.

2•

Presented by

OLYMPIC SPORTS
Tickets cwailable at Olympic: Sports e1nd the Student Union Ticket Office
Adm ission-$1.50

Students-$1.00
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CAMPUS APATHY ATTACKED..

'·;, ; " .

.' .

·'

'

,

'

.

,
' . . . . , 1 • 1 , BY; .MIC.llAEL T. LYON
or recr11it members (settbJ.g ·l!.ll emment, the ASUC, to allow the
EVERYONE· WILL
AGRF.lE that· yesterday's
.
· IJnt~~-ln · (~dit,op:;s: N 11te: ·Tbis is the first tables for tl!ese pu,rposes i.s a. Na.vy recruiters to use the SUB.
sponsored by the Commjttee on the :University' l;irovided . o~ ,two. ·arti~les. by Miehael Lyon,_ standard, daily procedure for stu- The ASUC denied this, and inplenty of dialogue on campus problems but•there are ~ev- .<t l9?4 graduate _of P:_NM uow a~· 'dent groUp~!). So in response 'to stead said that they had urged the
. . . .'
. ·. · ,
. ,.
ten.dmg the UnJnl'sJty. !Of Cab- the Navy, anti-war groups set up Administration not to let the
eral students who are already cntlCJZrng 1t' for a lack of fornia .at JJerkelf.!y, on the rf.!eent · ·a picket line and table uext to the Navy on camp11s. Afte;r the adaction,
student uprising on the Berkeley ·Navy table. Students felt if the ministration left, the atudents
The criticism •
ff
th
·
k
th
h
.
·t·
·
l
campus. This article gives the Navy, who are non-students, could voted tl> strike.
IS ~ay 0
· e mar·'
oug • smce I revea ~· bnckground of the problem.)· · ·set up a table there, they could
The ne:~;:t day, 300 pickets (my
how much they misunderstood the general theme that ran . As an alumnus of UNM now at-: . set.up their own table, run al$o estimate) walked at evecy enthrough the bitc}l-in and its purpose as well.
tending: ~erk!lley, I thought l by non-students,
trance to the campus, and at all
..~., The purpose of the bitch-jn was not to initiate "hanges .would wr1tll to . the students at; . The campus police intervened the main classroom buildings,
.
.
. ,
.·
·
" . ·
UNM and my friends there to let to stop the pickets and the anti- turning away many students.
m the Umvers1ty s system but r&ther to clear the air and them know what is going on out war table, so the students staged 8,000 students gathered at a noon
provide the administration, the faculty, and the students here.
·
a sit-down around the Navy table. rally, and voted overwhelmingly
'th
th
k
1
d
f
h
h
d
The
students,
as
you
know,
are
ay
now the situation was getting to continue the strik.e and to press
~1
e ~ow e g~ o W er~ eac group st?o on the campu~ on strike against the U:qiversity, tense, so the campus polic locked for the strikers' demands. These
Issues. W1th the mformatlon the Committee on the Um- The incident which directly pre- the SUB and cordoned otf the nre:
versity gained in the bitch-in they hope that they can come c:ipitated this strike occul'l'ed demonstrators.
1) That poJiee will never again
'th
·
.
Wednesday. It began when the
Hesitant negotiations began be- be used to settle campus political
up WI some concrete proposals to help settle disputed u.s. Navy set up a recruiting tween the administration and the problems;
issues.
table in the SUB. I must digress demonstrators. The students pre- __2) That an amnesty for the
THE MOST IMPORTANT point brought up in the bitch-in here to note that rules governing sented a list of demands, which strikera be declared;
student activities are very clear: the administration would not dis·
3) That other non-students be
was made by law professor Carl Selinger who accused stu~ non-students are forbidden from cuss. Instead, the students were given righta equal to those endents of tryjng to wish changes.
participating in student organ- given ten minutes to leave. When juyed by governmental agencies;
' The LOBO has long felt that the student body has more izations.
they did not leave, the adminis4) That University diciplinary
This means, among other tration declared that the demon. hearings be open to the public,
talk to offer than action. Students seem to prefer sipping · thing11, that non•students cannot stration was an unlawful assem- and be bound by due prpcess
coffee and condemning practices of the administration and set. up tables on campus to dis- bly, and issued arrest warrants canons (including a right to face
faculty without giving any serious thought at aU to doing tribute literature, solicit funds, which were turned over to local accusers, to cross-examine witpolice.
.
nesses, and so on); and
anythjng about things they don't like.
The pulice came in and arrested
5) That negotiatious begin beSelinger dismissed the accusations of several students at
six non-students out of 200 de· tween the students and the adthe bitch-in who protested that the faculty and administramonstrators, Three students were ministration to allow student relater arrested for trying to block presentation in formulating rules
tion talk down to them and wouldn't pay attention to the
the police. In my opinion, these wbith will regulate student activ·
gripes that students had.
tettel'l are welcome, and •houlcl
non-students were singled out for ity •
TO·
SELINGER,
students
grt'pe
a
lot
but
be
""
longer
than
260
wordll,
arrests, although presumably all
The administration has refused
ACCORDING
.
t7Pewritten, double apa•ed. Name.
the students who demonstrated to meet with the strikers, and the
.
't
d
t
d
t
1
telepboue
number
and
add,....
th ey very seld om Sl own o rum ou concrete proposa s
muot ht! lneJuaea, althouah niUD•
would be guilty of the same of- strikers are still boycotting
to present as alternatives.
wtU be wltllheld upon re<Iu.,.t.
fense, in order to make the trouble classes. Most of theTA's, graders,
seem that it wa~t all caused by and a~;sistants are also on strike.
We compIetelY agree Wl'th Se1'mger. Although t h e Comnon-students, 11r "outside agita- 400 faculty member met and inmittee on the University will study the bitch-in results with
FINDS FAULT
tors,"
foJ.'tnally supported the strikers,
an eye for making some proposals for change, we don't think
WITH PROPOSALS
The arrests blew the situation especially in deploring the use of
't
1d
t d
f t d
,
Dear Sir:
out of control. 2,000 students met police, The sociology department
1 e:x:c U es any s U ent or group o s u ents .1rom coming
The "draft" is an area of much that evening, and the administra· supports the strike. The ASUG
with their own proposals on campus issues.
discussion. So much has been said tion talked to them briefly, but senate voted to support the strike.
One such issue which has caused a prolonged and emotion- for and against it that any furth· would not negotiate. The adminis· The Jaw students and the student
comment would strike the t rat'o
· d th t they h a d per- ne--~paper
1 n c1mme
of coffee refills. er
"~
· · both support th e
ally l·nvolved controversy t's t'he qUe"tt'on
.,
listener like a late movie Te-run. mi~sion
from thea student
gov. strike.
The LOBO stili' thinks that it is a petty issue compared with Still, something must be said, if .~;:::::;;:;::;:~::;;::~:::;:;;:;:;;:::::;;:;::;;;:;;;:::::.:::;;:;;::::;
the question of the philosophy of the Union Bo&rd which only to add another deferred student's twig to the bonfire of
' ' caused the retraction ·Of coffee refills.
polemics.
But if students were really as eager to see the coffee reTaking Prof. Carl Selinger's
Private Drab's
fills restored as they put on, then it is time for an ad hoc resolution as an example:
•
ff
1. ". • • deferment cannot be
st udent comm1ttee to form to get the co ee refills back. Such justified by military eonsidera•
Christmas Present
a committee could start a petition, whip up student attend- tions •••"-The draft is "Justifi·
ance at Union Board meetings, and generally bring enough ed" by a Constitutional provision
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Fraf!citH:() Chnmiclo
pressure to bear to cause the restoration of coffee refills. r~v!:.~s!h~;..or:'lli':e~!~!d s~'*~
Not only do we believe that Selinger is right, but we be- ices for the protection of our
lieve that the student body is so lethargic that he will be country and for the freedom and
''Well, soldier," said Captain Buck Ace with a fatherly smile, "it
Uberty of aiL The deferment
able to make t he satrie claim at ne:x:t year's bitch-in.
needs 1\& justifi.eatiim; it is merely look$ like you're going to get just what you want must for Christmas
--Jim Jansson a suspension of the exercise of a again this year.''
''A eease-fire?" said Private Oliver Drab, 378·18-4464, eagerly.
right given to the government by

Letters

Duane s World
1

"Right, sl>n," said Captain Ace, squeezing his shoulder. "And a
the .Constitution and by the peo•
mighty
fine thing it is, too."
ple who are eitizens &f the United
that's wonderlul, sir. I ea,n't think of anythillg nicer than
"Gosh,
States.
not
having
anybody shooting at me 'f:br a day. But •••"
·
2, ·~•. ',, (defetment) is unjust
"But
what,
ao1dier1
Speak
out."
·
••..to those y 0ung men who lack
"Well,. frankly, air, I'm kind of .a~rprised 'bat yolf approti Of it. 1
••• ete.''-Does this meap it i!J
just to dtaftlhose young men who mean you're ahraya eaying how we~~e got t~ r;et o1,1.t there 1lllCl zap
have. thli financial resources, cul- the enemy aild aan this plaee r.-onl Communism and alL ADd I
'turat ·background, or intelligence figured you'd think it a shame, wutinr; a wJrole day'• uppinr. No
to attend an institution of higher olfenae, 1ir.''
learning! Aren't these the young
.'fNone taken, Drab," said the Captain e:x:pan~ively.' j'The ~rouble
· W!! should be tr;vlnt th defer'!
· ·· · . ·
· ' 16est bj'ai~~'· theocy- · with you civilian· soldiers is you don't understand the militar,. mind.''
"That's true, sir/' 11aid the Pl'ivate, noddng.
· '''
~:~1~~~:~~:·
l'tbfes$oi'' 'Selinger
''I doubt there's a mlll'e religious bunch anywhere than in thi11 man's
1
rAth~>r see the "brain" go
to Viet Nam and the "brawn" go Annyf'' said the Captain with a frown of sincerity. "The Army beto college. This is as disctimina• lieves in religion, Drab. We go to chUrch 'most every Sunday and in
tory as that of deferring ''some, some commands, that's on o;rde:rs. We're ·'aU true Christians, Drab.
but not all" universit;y students. Except those who are Jews, of course. And they're all true Jewa.''
"I guess I never was :much of a church-goer, sir.''
4. A lottery, suggest P.rl>fessor
"That's why you don't understand the Army, Drab.'• The Captain
Selinger and others, would solve
suddenly
pointed a finger at the Private and llnapped: "What's Christ•
the above "problems." For mysel!,
mean
to you?"'
mas
I prefer an appointment with sui"Well, sir, 1 guess opening presents and a tree and ••• Well, you
cide instead of a spontaneous
know."
game of Russian roulette.
"I thought so.'' said the Captain, shaking his head. "Your're not a
I am (of Cllurse) in no wny
true
Christian, Dl'ab. Christmas jg the day we celebrate th'e ·birth of
approving of the present system.
But I strc1ngly disagree a "lottery the Prince of Peace.''
"I guess 1 fotgot, sir."
would not only avoid the problems
"It's the day, son," said the Captain mellowly, "when we gladly lay
heretofore cited b11t would also
down
our anns to dwell upon His teachings of universal love, human
tend to promote thoughtful and
brotherholld
and peace on earth!'
responsible considerations l)f is•
"Gosh, sir,'' said Private Drab excitedly, "I'm :tor that, l think you
sues of war and peace among all
converted me, Now about that patrol I'm on at 16001 I'd be glad to
groups of ou reitizens!'
Irony: if the lottery is adopted, lay down my arms and dwell l>n brotherhood and peace instead, BonI wilt suddenl;y find myself in that est I would, sir."
"Damn it, Drab/' shouted the Captain. "This isn't Christmas. Get
elite and vociferous "minority"
out
there •nell zap the enemy aud' >tap him gocld."
that feels it is being prejudiced,
Although one of our democratic
maxims is that "equals shall be
"It's a shame Christmas comes only once·" year," Private Drab
treated equally'', it would be Uto· said tater to hill ftiend Corporal Partz as they crawled cautiously
pian to believe in its absolute through the underbrush, riftes at the ready. ''But after talking to the
veracity. In everything there will Captai11, 1 think I've got the makinga."
always be a dissenter, loudly pro"Of a soldier?" said the Corporal incredulously.
testing for himself and his "min·
"No, of a true Christian."
orlty" group: "This. is unjust!"
"Well, cheer up," said Corporal Partz, removing a thorn from hit! .
·
Name Withheld by Request ear. "That's one-~hree-hu~dred·and-slxty·fi~th of a soldier.'•
.. , ,

,

•••

"This sort of liberalness is going to be
frowned upon down at the synagogne. Goldberg".

...
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.Lesson. of Dec. 7 ?· a~d A:Periodl

Marked by Nitz e m·~~~~~;J:~~· ~!.!~~~~~::";~~:~~~~~~

By United Press International
HONOLULU-Navy Secretary
Paul Nitze told a Honolulu audience markiing the Z5th. annl.versary of Pearl Harbor· that the
US
. . must never again be unpredefend l•tself when forne
to
Pared
. ~
.
. df
h
k
IS. require
or t at tas •
Two Pilots Killed in Crash
VietNam
SAIGON _ Two U.S. plam~s
·n S th
wen t down Yester day 1
ou
Viet Nam within 30 miles of
Sal'gon And both p1'lots were
·
·
killed. Both planes crashed from
control problems during strafing
runs.
U.S.-Hanoi Contract Being
Negotiated, Says Paris
pARIS - Communist diplomatic
sources say in Paris communist
bloc nations have been trying to
arrange some contact between
Washington and Hanoi.
Red China Will E~plode H-Bomb
by '68, Says Study
LONDON-A defense study by
Britain and the Common Market
na. •iona says Red China is e=ect"'
an H-bomb by~..
1968.
ed •to explode
In Taipei, Secretary of State
sa1·d· that 1·f Red China
Dean R""k
..., nuclear
uses the
weapons it is

in

developing it would be---in his
words-"active madness."
Ribicolf Calls for End to Arms
WASHINGTON-Senator Abraham Ribicoff called on the U.S.
and Russia in a Washington ad·
dress to end the arms race in
the Middle East and help put
down a potential world war.
The House Armed Services
committee has asked an investigation to see whether professional
athletes are avoiding the draft
by going into the national guard
or reserves. Only two pro athletes
were drafted this year.
Rhodesia Demands Voice in UN
UNITED NATIONS - Rhodesia. has demanded to be heard
today when the United Nations
Security Council takes up a
British call for economic sanctil>ns against the breakaway Mrican colony,
Denver School Board Faces
Teacher Strike
DENVER-The Denver school
board was faced with an ultimatum-either call an election so
teachers ean choose a bargaining
representative or deal with a

.
'

Dispute Develops
. Over Candidacy ,
(Continued from page i) ·
plating filing suit against the
elections .committee, .depending
upon the. actions taken by Senate
on the issue.
.·
A special meeting of' the Eleetions Committee w'as seen as Jjossible late Wednesday night during the Senate meeting. Members
of the committee said that with
the changed :anembe:rship, a dif·
ferent vote was entirely possible.
Charles Miller's membership was
confirmed last night at the Senate
meeting, and he had argued in
favot of McGI!orge at the pre·
vious meeting of the cl>mmittee.

TWA to Interview
U. Coeds on Friday
The original Trans World Air•
lines hostesa, Thelma Jean Biatt
Hannan, will interview prospective hostesses tomorrow at UNM.
Mrs. Harman will be on earnpus all day seeking coeds with
such qualifications as 5'2"-5'9"
in height and 100·138 in weight.
Applicants must be at least. 19
and one-half years .,ld1 preferably seniors.
Air travel to Kansas City for
·training is part of TW:A's p~~
gram. The average pay 1li $'700 a
month •

strike by the Denver Federation 'misunderstanding Ubetween st\l-, :marked that few faculty mem- E!d the LOaO's policy on :reportof. Teachers. · ·
critic,ized "c~sed .~h~hn~f~ ol com:' : pers h~ve time to devote to it.
ing campus news, the weakness of
Berkeley s.tudents Ret.. urn t.·0 . ' dents and 'adinmts'tratton.' Dr. '
·
·
team teaching in the department
Selin~er repllfetr that "We try· to .
Perenpial Q11estions Rated
of education, the reason for the
Classes
• be re·sponsilvc;" lbut ·tha't' students
Other complaints were express- ban on smoking in classrooms
BERKELEY• c~l'f
·
·
1
·
•
• '
I orma--.um.
liid. no,t. tak,.e · '!.~v~n.ta.ge_
of thei.r
ed 1>n pop\llar student topics in- and pass-fail grading systems.
versity of California students
to
11 " c!
1
d
h
d
..,_
•
· P.ower
m. 1 en e po lCY eel- cl.uding racial segregation in
w o stage
a .wur-day stnke s1ons.
.
..
h d f .
.
bec:ause you c:are
swarmed back into ·classes yes- · ; Weber' rcalled for a consistent :fratermt1es, t e ra t sttuat1on,
about your clothing!
teJ"day to cram for ·final exams~· spidt of involvement and an or- ' inconveniences in the library, the
DRY
CLEANING
the
the suspension as temporary.
· ganized attempt to express stu- abolition of defernnents tuition
Sanitone .Profe5sional
Satellite Drifts Toward Final
dent idea~. •:;he channels exist,;; payments, the need for wide disway
. f
Orbit
Weber said, They must be used,
. . . f b' th
Free U•.Discussed
tnbutiOn o 1r ·contro1 m orCAPE KENNEDY-America's
Another .key discussion at the matilm, and a University lobby to
newe:st satellite obeyed earth
session centered around the Free
commands and began drifting University now operating "un•
ACOHR Meeting
slowly towards a parking orbit dergrl>und" at UNM. Jack Weber
over the Pncific. There it will said that ours was the only unThe Action Committee on Huserve as a radio-television relay successful free university proman
Rights will meet at 4:30p.m.
llnd keep an eye on one-third of gram in the country which is bec:all 243-5671 today!
the worlds' wenther.
ing used as a pilot program for Friday at 309 University Blvd.
Apt.lO.
NE,
Powell Will Pay in Defamation
highly successful programs.
Suit
He said that the Free UniverWASHINGTON-The office of sity here is poorly organized al!d
Adam Clayton Powell aays the at present is offering only four
Congressman will comply with classes, in spite of enthuisastic
a New York supreme court rul- student response. Ite; ,blamed the
illg to pay off a $164,000 defa. failure of the idea t6 ·materialize
mation judgment at the rate of on lack of interest by the faculty.
$60
k
Dr. Selinger replied that he
a wee ·
was unenthusiastic abQut the idea
Former President
because it only represented anRent Fully Equipped Cars
Dwight other excuse for existing campus
Eisenhower enters Walter Reed orgamza
• t'tons to re f use to coopeFREE Pick-U and Delivery
Army Hospital today for removal rate with each other and to avoid
of his gall bladder. Doctors found facing deficiencies hi the UNM
the condition during a routine academic structure.
check-up last month.
He called the Free University

AWS

OPEN SATURDAY

to Request

l-lours Extension
By TOM GARCIA
dents; 2) · wom(!n do not have
The drafting · of a proposal enough time to use the library;
suggesting Ionge!' hours for 3) girls who work otf campus do
women residents was decided on . not have a chance to use the liby a committee representing the brary; and 4) student opinion is
Associated Women Students yes- in favor of having women's hours
changed.
terday.
Marci Bowman, chairman of
Suggests Midnight Hours
the committee, said the main
proposal suggests a 12
Their
thing the committee has to con- p.m. curfew
with nD specials excern itself with is producing cept for specials
may be
enough reason why they want awarded to thosewhich
attaining a
hours changed and proof that high grade point average, regard·
there exists a general cclnsensus less of classification.
in favor of changing hours.
The current policy, which is emShe added that the pro],)Osed ployed by both dorms and sororrough draft will probably be pre-- ity houses, includes a 10:30 p.m.
sented to the A WS Executive curfew with midnight specials
Council, and then go before the on week nights.
broad of All Womens Council.
Dean of Women Helen Whiteside
will have. to approve the proposal
Union Exhibit
before any definite action can be
The Christina 'Ketcheville Ex·
~en, ~~d Milia Bowman.
hibit of' painting$ is IIQW appearWhiteside Declines Coaaeat
Ing in the Union· ~allroolJI GalIn an interview with the LOBO lery and will continue through
laat night, Dean Whiteaide said Di!c. 31. · .. : :
' ·
~
she could not really comment on
AWS' ptoposal for later hours
because nothing as yet had been
presented to her. She said, how~
ever, that her office as well a~S
anyone else is willing to listen to
any complaint the students might
have. "This doea not mean we
have to agree, however,'' she said.
'I always say that anything
which can be justified on academic improvement and good use
of our time is a basis for any
change," said Whiteside.
She added that she had confidence in the women students and
is interested in hearing what the
committee has proposed.
llean Must Approve
Dean Whiteside also pointed
out that at present any such action to be taken must be apprOV•
ed from her office.
Miss Bowman said the eom•
mittee bas to tome up with a
sound statement of' reason before
Dean Whiteside will coliSider any
action. Another committee member said attempts to change
women's bouts had :tailed in the
past because of' in sufficient reasons and evidencl!.
The Mmittee has suggested
four main points in its argument:
1) since most eultural and other
such !!vents do not end at a set
time, the' present hours create an
inc!Onvenience lol' women resi·

Listen to KUNM

COIN OPERATED

NORGE VILLAGE
8-DRYERS
25-WASHERS 121bs. to 30 lbs.
4-DRY CLEANERS

Campus Laundry &Cleaning
2106 CENTRAL SE (next to .Don Pancho's)

The.Woman Officer and the US Air Force
The role of the woman executive in the Air Force will be discussed at a coffee and tea given by representatives of the Air
Force at 7:00 p.m. on Monday 12; DecemQef. ·l9.66... Coptain
Richard L. Gaisford will be available to provide information and
to answer questions on o career with the Aerospace team.
Women assigned to the Air Force are on the same wage scale
as the men, compete with the men for promotions, and enjoy t~e· · .
$01rte benefits. Interested college seniors and graduates are ill•
vited to call at the Gondolier Room in Wyatt's Cafeteria at
Coronado Shopping Center.
·
. f,

•

'i'

Santa knows how to light up a girl's
eyes ... and so do wei Our sweater
collection ·is the way to her bright and
happy Christmas mor_n.

Woodruff-!ulillll
2904 Central, SE
free Patkil'lg-Reor Entronee

..
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To Increase '67-'68

Albuquerque Tutors
Serving in 8 Schools Dorm Fees Stay
More than 400 volunteers are
currently serving as tutors in six
elementary .11nd two junior high
schools in the city as a part
of the Albuquerque Tutorial
program.
The tutors include UNM students; forme],' school teachers and
administrato1·s, Sandia Corporation engineers, and others. Early
~ ·in Octbber. soml! ' 200 volunteers
met tw!oe for orientation purposes. · ·
'l'he College of Education at
the University has commented on
the uniqueness of the program in
Albuquerque. According to the
director of the program, Elmore
McKee, it is a part of the Albuquerque Public School system although it is la1·gely financed by
the federal government. It is
administered with the help of the
Albuquerque Tutorial Council,
composed of representatives of
many community oxganizations.
.

,,

THREE NAVAL ROTC officers at UN!\f eye their new rank insignias. They are (from left): John W.
Lindsey, Chief Boilerman; Hector H. Larkin, Senbr Chief Gunners Mate; and Donald J. Carter,
Senior Chief Storekeeper.

Philosophy Journal $25,800 Grant
to UNM
New Fenc1ng Club Accepting Articles IsTheGiven
National Science FoundaTo Meet
Ton,·ght
DOXA, the UNM student phil- tion has announced an award of
.
osophical journal, is now accept- $25,800 granted to UNM for
Free Lessons •

.

•(
'

4

The UNM Fencing Association,
a newly formed organization, is
inviting- all fencing enthusiasts
and all those interested in learning about fencing to theix meetings on Tuesdays and Thursdays
in room 139 of Johnson Gymnasium at 7 .p.m.
·
Joe Sackett, president of the
group, said that Mrs. Hugh Millex, nationally known fencer, will
be available for lessons. The club
will also supply equipment for
those who need it.
The group plans to use the traditional three fencing weapons:
sabre, epee, and foil. Any UNM
student ox faculty member can
join the organization, and the
only equipment he or she will
need is a pair of tennis shoes
and a sweatshirt.

ing articles for publication. Entries may be turned in at the
Philosophy Office, Room 221, Banalier Hall.
Articles may be on any phase
of philosophy, researched or original; studies on individual philosophers; or reviews of philosophical articles.
Articles may be of any length,
but those over 2000 words can
only be considered if they are of
exceptional quality. Further information may be obtained from
Stephen Amdur, 2515.

.

.

-

•YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER·.

,Join the Swinging
World of Yamaha

Senior-bike styling at a

freshman's price:

Including competition·
bred OU Injection SYS•
tem that eliminates
messy IIS·oU mlxlna. Low, low down pay.
ment, monthly payments to fit any budaet.

Move on Campus 60 this semester and
get up to 55 mph on its 200.m~g rotary
valve engine. Works off an effortless constant mesh 4-speed gear box. At .this
price, Initiation in the swinging world is
Ia snap! See It and a cycler's dozen at

The upbeat buttondown.

~RROW-r:

Listen to KUNM

1::r fORMALS
1::r SEMI-FORMALS
<{):{ COCKTAIL DRESSES
Albuquerque's Largest
and Most Complete Gown Shop

? ? ? ? ? •
If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career ..•
? ?

'

'

•

sets off fiery diamonds
to create bridal sets of

Consult

timeleu beauty.

Men's wedding bands in
Florentine finish dre
classic males . , • or
available in smaller sizes

WHY IS MR. G'S

DELIVERY
SO FAST?··

CYCLES

10 speed
-Join the Cycling Road Runners

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTEL

'~

"A Giltlor the

B.M.O.C.
No Man Has Everything
••• if he doesn't
have the
Very End in

SLEEPSHIRTS
It's the wi1tiest, wackiest,
yet most sensible sleepwear idea to come along!
All comfort and a yard
long of flne combed
to1ton knit. ln stripes
and Poka Dots. Short
and long sleeves.

,. ·COLLEGE CAREER

//
,I
\\

DOWITOWH • lOB Hill • WIIIROCI
Three fluality Store•

$5 and $6

\ \ !'•• _-_ ·:

\>:_~_:;·,COUNSELING

SERVICE

408 San Mateo NE
23,12 CENTRAL SE
ACROSS, FROM UNM CONCERT HALL

. Cold weather is here-gloves,
Jackets, and sweaters are being
turned in at the lost and found
ticket booth in the Union.
The booth is open from 6 to 8
p.m. Wednesdays and Fridays
11 :30 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m. Tuesday~
a~d Thursdays, and 9 :30 a.m. to
noon on .Saturdays,

Highway Officials
Begin Conference

gold

MOTORCYCLE. SALES

Miss Myrtle Boultwood, senior
lecturer at the University of
Leeds in Great Britain, is visiting
the College of Education at UNM
this wel)k.
The co-author of two textbooks
Miss Boultwood is acting as ~
consultant to the College of Education during her stay.
Her books are entitled "An Int~oduction to the History of E)ngbsh Education Since 1800" and "A
Short History of Educational
Ideas." She will leave UNM tomorrow.

Lost-Found Gets
Winter Clothing

.

Fine
Florentine

BOBBY J'S

British Lecturer
Is Visiting UNM

By BRIAN LEO
The "Messiah " by G F H
d. eI' WI'II. b e presented
'
anby. a 'chorus
m the Concert Hall on Tuesday
D~c. 13• at 8:15 p.m. This concert
wlll.Presant the first of the three
~ecti!>ns o~ the. work, called the
Christmas sectwn, with additions
fl:'om the other sections, including
of CO\lrse t~e Hallelujah chorus as
the co?cludmg selection. The concert will be open to the pub)ic free
of charge.
Difference in Quality
D~. Douglas McEwen of the
music d.epartment wished to make
two pomts. clear concerning the
evenmg: First, the orchestral acc~mpamment for the "Messiah"
will be an assembled group composed chiefly of members of the
AI,?uq~erque Symphony.
. Th1s situation does not mean
m '!n! way to slight our own
mu.siC.Ians, but a scheduling restrictiOn has necessitated this arrangement," said Dr. McEwen.
High Estimate
A more important point, which
should persuade most that the
performance will be worthwhile
is the opinion of Dr. McEwen of
DAVE SWINFORD dd
•
t~e artis~,ic level of the assembled
day's bitch-in. Askedas;:;::d q~.;~o~s. tob t~e pdnel at yestersmgers. I am aware that everyon-eampus parking situation""' and ~W~s t ~my; oned about the
one. is certain that they are acthe. high ~ost of books in the. bopkstore? ,aInl~ep~ymgDr onSeh abput
quamted with this oratorio
S m1th pomted out that
.
.
• • erman
whet~er singing or listening, but
1
!7~he
park;ng
Js
always
available on
campus
since
the
opening
we w1sh. to present an extremely
the bookstore consistently u:d:::Cn~t ~~~~~m:s ~lvd. and that
accomplished performance of it
rarely operates on a profit. (LOBO photo by YPa~!y) stores and
bet~er than any adult group," ex~
plamed Dr. McEwen.
Soloists Listed
The ~oloists with the· performance Will be Bernardina Olivares
Anne Gish, Jeanne Grealish and
Lennis Ellis.
'
I? addition .to the Handel oratorJO, t~ere Will be two appropriate ~hr1st~as selections, an Ave
Top-rated experts in highway
Marla by VIctoria and a Cal1tata
by Dietrich Buxt~hude. Dr. Mc- cons~ruction and design from New
Ewen hopes to see a full Concert Mexico, Colorado, Arizona and
Hall for this considerable effort. Tex~s will speak at the Fourth
Pavmg Conference today and tomorrow on the UNM campus.
The conference is jointly sponsored. by the New Mexico Highway Department, Portland Cement Association, and the As~LASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES•
mJ!~et.:d·ub65~tt-• tblmes, 12.00. Insertions p~alt Institute in cooperation
hi' I • m• cu Y noon on day before
wtth UNM. UNM President Tom
PU •eat on. to Room 159, Student PublleaPopejoy will welcome the deletlona Bulldm&'. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102•
gates.
FOR RENT
Theme Is "Pavements"
CLEAN 2 BR., good close-in location
Hardwood lloon, garage storage ref i:
Theme of the meeting is: "Pave•stove, no children or Peb. Only $75. Call
ments for City Streets Highways
d NCooP,et, 265·8571, eve. 842-8280
Cam
a1r • orr,. Realty,
•
'
and Airfields."
Among the speakers at the twoEFFIC~~I:!ICY, close to lJNM. $77,50 with
a.ll ubhtiea paid. Furnished, alr-«>ndl?ay conference will be New Mextmned, olf·otreet parking. Call Sam
Ico Highway Department enginCooll!"'• 265·8571, eve. 842-8280 Caird
N
orno Realty.
•
•
eers and officials, engineers from
FOR SALE
the ,UNM College of Engineering,
engmeers from the Colorado and
V!)LKSWAGEN, 1962. excellent eondl
bon. 31,000 miles. New uphols~ CaJi
Arizona Highway Departments, a
Dept. of PhY31ot~ a Astronomy-277-2616
Texas educator, and officials from
for Jackie Erlckaen and leave your name
and phone. 12/1, 2, 5, 7.
the co-sponsoring firms.
AIR Force offlcer going on acUv" dutyFederal Official Speaks
must sell 1966 Corvalr eonvertihle with
.An address entitled "Future
4·•Poed transmlMlon, R.lH tinted wind
ohleld, posltraetion rear end: Call 242..0772
~tghway Specifications" will be
for Harry Knobler-1£ not in, leave your
g1ven
by T. F. McMahan materiname and phone number. 12/7, 8, D, 12.
als
division,
Office of Research
1963 SUNBEAM. Alpine roadster. Will ..,u
and Development, Bureau of Pub{~~ 7: 8~1 1SFJ:nd ($1,000). Call 842-8437.
lic Roads, Washington, D.C.
SERVICF.S
Alan Goodman, design engineer
LEAVE your machine- wltlt us over tlte
for the city. of Albuquerque, will
h~lldays. Pick it up after vacation. 20"'.>
speak at Friday's session on "Ald••count Ill UNM otudent... E• ~ E "'--~
wr'fer Se 1
•
"'
~¥v~
buquerque's Approach to a Street
. 24a..0588. rv ""· 2211 Coal SE, phone
Surfacing Analysis."

·~·

tor the bride.

6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phone 255-0237

UNM to Present
The "Messiah"

Same This Year

Dr. E. J. Smith, director of
UNM housing, said yesterday that
there will be no change in dormitory rates this year. He added,
however, that the Board of Educational Finance has decided that
room and board 1•ates will increase
next year.
"I don't know what the amount
of the increase will be," he said,
but he explained that decision will
be made this summeJ; and all persons affected will be notified.
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WANT ADS

Everything about this Arrow
Decton Perma-lron shirt
is traditional - except the
fact that it refuses to
wrinkle. And that may
start a whole new tradition.
Note the wide stripes, the
just-so roll of the collar.
It's in a blend of Dacron
polyester and cotton that's
"Sanforized-Pius". In
other stripes, solids and
whites, too. A winner
at $7.00.

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Catch the·
school spirit
on a CAMPUS 60

studies in cosmic-ray time variations underground.
The grant will finance research
made over a 19-month period. The
award was announced in a telegram from Washington by Sen.
Clinton P. Anderson, Sen. Joseph
Montoya, and Representatives
Thomas Morris and Johnny Walker.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

265-8288

Beautiful Gift
Wrapping, FREE
without waiting:

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
Margh~trita

M. Henning, Ph.D.

an&~~~fft~J~,,~~.,~~.~.~.~~---------~.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------_j

..
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Ski Championships
Are Topic of Film

SPORTS PAGE

"A Cool Breath of Fresh Air,"
a feature-length color film about
skiing including coverage of the
1966 FIS World Alpine S~i
Championships will be shown In
the Union Ballroom tomorrow
night at 8 p.m.

EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Wolfpack Blasts
Lions of Loyola

••

By JEFF DENNARD
If the Lobo basketball team
continues to improve at the
present rate UCLA might have
some competition west of the
Mississippi.
The Wolfpack finally put together :forty minutes of hustle
last night and played the ty;pe of
ball game that the sixth best
team in the nation should be
playing. The Lions of Loyola of
Los Angeles went down before
the Lobo guns 77-59.
The final score does not come
close to indicating how badly the
Lions were beaten. Coach Bob
King substituted freely throughout the game and with about 3:30
left in the contest there was not
a starter on the floor.
The subs did a fine job as they
put a press on the Lions and took
the ball away three times in the
last two minutes.
In the surprise department
Coach King made a change in
his starting five as he inserted
Ron Nelson into a guard slot and

pulled Frank Judge. The move
may have been the spark the
Lobos have been ·looking for as
they made their most impressive
start of the season. Nelson has
been getting .praise for his hustling and outstanding defensive
play.
Smallest Crowd Yet
A new arena record was set for
the smallest crowd to attend a
game in the new structure as
9571 fans showed up for the
Wednesday night contest. On the
bright side, more people have
seen the Lobos this season than
watched the Wolfpack in the entire season during King's initial
year.
The Lobos jumped to an early
2-0 lead on a Daniels jumper, but
the Lions came right back to tie
it on a goaltending call. The
Wolfpack then hit on two field
goals and two free throws to take
a lead which they never relinquished.
The single statistic that was
the telling factor in the first half

MR. G's

•

PIZZA

enn1son

is IN on Campus

asts

GIJ

Ill

style

'

GIJ
Mirapaca:-= ·

By BOB STOREY

MIRAPACA

Associated Students President Dan Dennison expressed
disappointment at Student Senate's performance this year
during a LOBO interview last night.
"I don't think they have lived up to their potential," he
said.
"There is a lot of talent and ability that has not been
tapped," said Dennison. He
criticized the legislators for
the lack of important and
significant legislation. "They
have a lot of volume but
nothing significant," he said.

Sweaters by

~

Condidotes Asked
To Vets Meeting

Endowed with cozy warmth ,_tllghtin weight. Brentwood'~
wear-resistant blend of 75%
Virgin Wool/25% Virgin Peruvian Alpaca. Shaded In an array
ef allufing colorings. High·
lllhttt by. ·hot new heathers.
8oft ~'.stylish MIRAPACA
sweaters ·travel In the most

'tlllilenable cln:les.

from·

$14.95

•flllr fiMion mmr fmlft
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ACTIOIILAIID•U•S•A

RECORD RENDEZVOUS
"Listen Before You Buy"

, 57 Winrock Center

'

•

Albuquerque, New Mexico
MORTAR BOARD ME~BERS (from left), Cheryl Fossum, Neta Coester, and Carolyn Haddock, work
on a wreath which will be featured in the traditional candlelight procession, "The Hanging of the
Greens,.. this Sunday beginning at 6:30 p.m~ Mortar &ard and Blue Key, senior honoraries, are
sponsoring the program, which marks the ollidal opening of Christmas festivities at UNM. During
the procession, candle-carrying students will hang greens on the doorways of more than a score of
campus residences, Afterwards the marchers will meet at the home of UNM President and Mrs. Tom
L. Popejoy for carol singing. Next the students will gather in the Union for singing led by Dean of
Students Harold Lavender.

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR U.N.M. STUDENTS

I

I
I
t'

Free Gift Wrapping, Boxing and Mailing
Postage Free Anywhere in the U.S.
Avoid the Post Office Rush. Let Us
Do It For You.

I

JUandeQQ's

..;.

Scott Lund saw his first action
as a Lobo last night and his
debut was as impressive as it
could be. The tough 6-3 guardforward went in for Ben Monroe
after Ben had fouled out with
a little over four minutes to go
and he showed the hustle needed
to play ball for Bob King.
Lund is one of the sophomores
who was invited to come off last
year's freshman team to join the
varsity. While playing for the
frosh, Lund . was the leading
scorer until Christmas vacation.
Scott was the unfortunate victim
of an accident in which he suffered a fractured skull. But he
was back again a.t the end of the
W olfpups season and he showed
no signs of a hurting head.
Scott is a native of the Midwest corning to UNM from Davenport, Ia. He is typical of most
midwestern ball players as he is
a hell-bent-for-leather hustler on
the floor. When there is a loose
ball on the court you can bet tha.t
Lund will be one of the first
players to dive after it.

What's Showing?
In creating the Garden of Eden for Dino De Laurentiis'
motion picture, THE BIBLE, director John Huston was
able to imagine and realize fully the meaning of Paradise. In the original Garden of Eden, flowers bloomed
perpetually and lawns grew thick and green with no
need for lawnmowers and no worry about mundane matters
such as crab grass. As any amateur gardening enthusiast
will affirm, this was Paradise indeed.
The essense of this lush beauty was captured on film
by Huston's cameras. But no can hardly say that, like
the original Paradise, it occurred without work, care
and considerable expense.
wnile the sequence was being filmed, twenty nurserymen
worked around the clock to.keep the Garden fresh and
beautiful. .i~ach morning, thousands of fresh flowers
and truckloads of new green sod arrived to replace
wilted blossoms and grass seared by Italy's hot sun.•
It required fifty animal trainers assisted by thi~ty
laborers to care for the birds and b13asts populat1.n~
Paradise.
"I had to design a garden that everyone knows about
but no one can describe," says Huston. "Yet I had to
fashion it in such a manner that it would be acceptable to all."

Senatorial candidates have been
invited to appear at a meetin"" of
the Student Veterans association
to present their platform and
their ideas.
A representative of the SVA
said that the meeting- was beinl!'
held to J!'iVe the SV A a chance to
pick candidates for endorsement.
"We are goin~J: to start a political action committee that will not
only endorse candidates but offer
them active support," he said.
There about 700 veterans on
campus and-the-association has a
membership of over 40. ''We hope
that this program will encourage other veterans to participate
actively in campus affairs," said
a SVA member. This :is the first
attempt this semester by a group
on campus to start an active political influence group.
Senatorial candidates and interested SVA members or veterans are asked to come to Steve
van Dresser's house tomorrow at
2 p.m. The address is 221 Stanford S.E.

Computers Win Balloting Dec.16
AChess Match Elections Committee Lists
23 Candidates for Senate

3rd & Central Downtown

Lobo Scott Lund
Mokes Comebock

ors

Solons Are LazY;
Says President

comfort

UNM'S HOT-SHOOTING GUARD Frank Judge goes high in the.
air to pull down one of the 61 rebounds the Wolfpack gathered. 1ft
last night's game against Loyola of Los Angeles. Watch1?'g
Judge are Lobos .Mel Daniels (44) and Ron Sanfprd along w1th
Loyola players .Ken Petersen (52), Dick Sebek (22), and AI
Schanhaar. (LOBO phpto by Pawley)
was in rebounding, where the
New Mexico fg ft rb pf tp
4
22
4-4
21
9
Daniels
unbelievable
Wolfpack had an
18
11
5
Monroe
8 2-2
5
Morgan
1 3-4 11 1
lead of 34-7. The Lobos shot 43
5
3
2 0-0
Nelson
8
0-0
1 2
Hoover
4
·per cent from the floor while
4
8
6
4
0.0
Judge
().0
8
4 3
Sanford
4
their pressure defense caused the
0 1
2
1 0-0
Grimes
2 1
0
0 0-0
Shropshire
Lions to hit on only 30 per cent.
0
0
2
1 0-0
Lund
The second half was more of
34
9-10 61 23 77
the same only at a more rapid
pace. The team traded six points
fg ft rh pf tp
Loyola
0
1
1
2
and then the Lobos went on the
1
Ragsdale
6
4
3 14
4
Adelman
rampage. With Daniels and Mon15
5
5
8
3
Sebek
2
0
1
0
1
roe putting on a fantastic show
Curran
6
0
2
2
0
Boyle
of outside shooting the Wolfpack
6
3
2
2
Zemba!
1
4
2
0
Schanhaar
1
2
moved to a 61-34 lead with 10:18
3 10
4
4
Peterson
3
to go in the game. The final margin was 18 points.
19 21 21 13 59

e
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STANFORD, Calif. (CPS)Stanford computers won a transcontinental chess match with Carnegie Tech last week and opened
four games with new rivals in
By '!'OM GARCIA
Russia.
With moves telegraphed beA list of 23 candidates running
tween Stanford and Moscow's for Student Senate was released
Institute of Experimental and
Theoretical Physics, the match is by the Elections Committee yesexpected to take about a year to terday. The 23 will be vying for
complete.
13 seats in the pee. 1«!, student
, .The moves are chosen entirely government elect10ns.
by the machines, which follow
Those running for Senate inpredetermined chess playing. pro- clude Warren D. Bloys, Sam G.
grams worked out by their hu- Bratton, Gene R. Carlson, Pat
man masters.
Davidson, Tony Dick, Camille
Stanford Professor John Mc- Evans, David Foreman, Chester
Carthy compared the games to Freedenthal, Steven J. Hogan,
the geneticist's use of fruit-flies Garald Hollingsworth, and Anne
in testing combinations of in· Knight. Others are Phil Krehbiel,
herited genes on succeeding gen· Michael Kunikis, Rod Luhn, Bob
erations. Chess provides a way of McGeorge, Harold Moran, Baker
testing computing methods 'for Morrow, Linda Nunn 1 Kathleen
making machines behave intel• Rall, Cleve Seamon, Harvey
ligently under conditions in Steele, John Thorson and Woodwhich results are easy to evalu- row Wilson,
ate, he said.
·
Campaign Begins Monday
The Moscow match arose from
Charles Miller, Senate Elections
a challenge issued last. year by
McCarthy during a visit to the Committee member, told the
LOBO last night that campaignSoviet Union.
ing will begin next Monday. He
emphasize~ the fact that. each
Student Educators
candidate is allowed only $35 for
The Student Education A!!socia- campaign expenses.
tion will meet Monday, Dec. 12
Each candiate must file a stateat 7 p.m. in Room 231C ot the ment including an itemized list of
Union. Dr. Frederick Adams, contributions received and disguest speaker, will discuss. special bursements made within ten
education programs.
working days after the election.

The rules of the Senate Elections Committee specify that any
candidate who fails to file a

THOMAS A. SADENAW, J]{.,
of the UNM School of Law, has
WOI\ the $250 first prize in the
1966 Nathan Burkan Memorial
Competition. The competition,
co&tducted by the School of Law,
HI under the supervision of Dean
Thomas W. Christopher. Sandenaw's winning paper was eat·
titled "Promoting the PriJgress
of Science and the Useful Arts."

statement of campaign finances
or who exceedl! the expenditure
limitation will be charged with a
fine of not less than $10 nor more
than $50.
No Tape on Paint
Miller also said that no campaign material will be allowed to
be taped on any painted surface.
He
addedboards
that there
bulletin
set will
up be
in some
the ·
Union on a first come, first serve
basis. He suggested that posters
and campaign materials may be
taped on the glass windows in the
Education Complex.
Any students interested . in
working at the polls in next Friday's e~ection should fill out a
student government application
upstairs in the Activities center
of the Union.

"Lilies of the Field"
''Lilies of the Field," this weekend's Film Fare, will be shown at
2, 7, and 10 p.m. Saturday and at
2 and 8 p.m. Sunday in the Union
Theater. Admission is 25 cents
with activity card. Due to the
possibility of sellouts at the night
performances, students are encouraged to attend the afternoon
performances where possible,

"Jim McAdams has been patient
and has taken them by the hand
but there is no response," Dennison said. "I believe this shows
lack of respect for my vice president."
The recent controversy in Senate over the candidacy of Bob
McGeorge is what Dennison says
set him off. He said that the personal bickering and petty fights
in Senate were holding the Senators back.
Criticizes "Laziness"
"If they took more time to read
their legislation, to plan, and to
· know the issues before they went
into session they could do a better job/' he said. "They never go
to committee meetings." He said
this represents laziness on their
part.
Added responsibility by Senators in investigating the problems and working with students
to get their opinion would help
improve Senate's performance,
Dennison said.
He called the Senate session
the "weekly meeting of the Wednesday Night Warriors. There is
a complete absence of concern for
doing anything that takes work,"
he said. ''They don't come up with
any programs that take work or
planning. Most of their legislation has been resolutions asking
someone else to do the work.''
Praises Spme Projects
He prail!ed Senate projects such
as the Senate Selective Servil!'i!
Committee, which sponsored the
referendum on the draft along
with the Student Affairs committee. "However, it was still
part of the executive branch that
got the thing going," he said.
"It has been people in the exe·
eutive branch that have proposed
programs such as the publicity
committee, student-faculty luncheon!!, and the course evaluation,"
Dennison said,
Dennison said this lack of re(Continued On Page 3)
r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

T-Bird
THUNDERBIRD, UN M's
literary art review, is accepting contributions for its next~
issue due out sometime in
February.
Poetry, short stories, book
reviews, etc., may be submitted before Jan. 12 to the English Department in Bandelier
Hall, the Languages Office in
Ortega Hall, or the THUN~
DERBIRD office in the Journalism Building. All for the previous issue, contributions will
be accepted in English, French,
artd Spanish.
For further information contact Luis Calvillo-Capri, Editor-in-Chill£. Office hours are
7 to 8 p.m. every night and
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday.

